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COGNOMS...............................................................NOM........................ 
Proves d’accés a CFGS. Part comuna. ANGLÈS. Convocatòria 
d’incidències. 2001. 
 
A) LLEGIU EL SEGÜENT TEXT I COMPLETEU ELS ESPAIS 

ENCERCLANT L’ ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA  EN EL QUADRE DE LA 
PÀGINA 2. (Total: 2,5 punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta).  

 LEA EL SIGUIENTE TEXTO Y COMPLETE LOS ESPACIOS  
HACIENDO UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA EN 
EL CUADRO DE LA PÁGINA 2. (Total: 2,5 puntos – 0,25 por cada respuesta 
correcta). 

 
Brad Pitt 
 
1 
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4 
5 
6 
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8 
9 
10 
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14 
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16 
17 
 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Brad Pitt _____________(1) on December 18th, 1963 in Shawnee Oklahoma. Brad was 
the oldest of three _______________(2) in his family. His mother was a school 
counsellor and his father owned a trucking firm. It wasn't long at all until his family 
moved to Springfield, Missouri, it was there that Brad ______________ (3) his 
highschool years at Kickapoo highschool. Brad was active on various sports teams, a 
member of the choir as well as being a key figure on his debate club, on top of all that 
Brad was a big part of the student government. Brad's childhood was fairly normal, 
happy family, lots of friends, camping trips, but _______________ (4) one thing about 
Brad that made _________________ (5) unique, he loved movies! Brad was a full blown 
movie buff right from the get go. He often spent time at the drive in theatre with his 
family and friends. 
 
Brad attended _______________ (6) university of Missouri, and his majors were 
journalism and advertising. He was _____________ (7) hard worker in university but 
"Got into enough trouble to keep things interesting," as he puts it. Leaving college two 
credit hours short of graduation, Brad hopped in his car named "runaround Sue" and was 
bound for California. Brad arrived _____________(8) Los Angeles, and a new life had 
started for him. He was young and ambitious and had $325 in his wallet. 
 
Brad was looking for work. His first job of his 'new life' was handing out free cigarette 
samples in front of a restaurant dressed ______________ (9) a big chicken. With 
whatever money he could salvage went to his community theatre acting lessons. Slowly 
Brad worked _____________ (10) way into television and soon after the film industry. 
Brad's first feature film role was as a cowboy in the 1991 Thelma and Louise. Although 
this movie only provided the young star with 14 minutes of screen time Brad made such 
an impact that you could have guessed that in a few short years he would be one of 
Hollywood's top actors. 

  
GLOSSARY 
line 2: counsellor = adviser line 20: to guess   = to form an  
line 5: choir         = people trained to sing together   opinion based on 
line 8: movie buff  = film fan   supposition 
line 13: to be bound  

for              = 
 
to go in the direction of 

   

line 15: to hand out= to distribute something  free of 
charge 
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A) ENCERCLEU L’ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA: 
 HAGA UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA ALTERNATIVA CORRECTA: 
 
1. a) borns  b) borned  c) has born  d) was born 
 
2. a) child  b) childs  c) children  d) family 
 
3. a) spent  b) spend  c) spending  d) spended 
 
4.  a) there will be b) there was  c) there were  d) there be 
 
5.  a) he   b) his   c) her   d) him 
 
6. a) ----   b) an   c) the   d) these 
 
7. a) ----   b) an   c) the   d) a 
 
8. a) in   b) for   c) under  d) onto 
 
9. a) how   b) as    c) after   d) the 
 
10. a) him   b) he   c) himself  d) his 
 
 
 
 
B) TROBEU AL TEXT PARAULES /EXPRESSIONS QUE SIGNIFIQUIN EL 

SEGÜENT. SEGUIU L’EXEMPLE. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta 
correcta). 

 ENCUENTRE EN EL TEXTO PALABRAS O EXPRESIONES QUE 
QUIERAN DECIR LO SIGUIENTE. SIGA EL EJEMPLO.  (Total: 1,25 
puntos – 0, 25 por cada respuesta correcta). 

 
 
 
 
0. adviser (NOUN – paragraph 1) -  counsellor  
 
1. essential (ADJECTIVE – paragraph 1) -  
 
2. films (NOUN – paragraph 1) - 
 
3. unhappiness/difficulty  (NOUN – paragraph 2) - 
 
4. jumped (VERB – paragraph 2) – 
 
5. most important/famous (ADJECTIVE – paragraph 3) - 
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C) LLEGIU  EL TEXT ANTERIOR I ENCERCLEU LA MILLOR 

ALTERNATIVA. (Total: 1,25 punts – 0,25 per resposta correcta). 
 LEA EL TEXTO ANTERIOR Y HAGA UN CÍRCULO SOBRE LA  MEJOR 

ALTERNATIVA. (Total: 1,25 puntos – 0,25 puntos por cada respuesta correcta). 
 
 

 
1.  Brad Pitt’s mother worked at: 

a) a Council. 
b) a cinema. 
c) a school. 

 
2. He studied at a highschool in 

a) Oklahoma. 
b) Missouri. 
c) California. 

 
3. The sentence “... was a full blown movie buff right from the get go...” (line 8) 

means: 
a) that he moved from one place to another every year. 
b) that he was very keen on cinema from the very beginning. 
c) that he belonged to a right wing party. 

 
4. He left University because 

a) it wasn’t very interesting for him any more. 
b) it was too difficult for him to go on studying. 
c) he only had $325 left. 

 
5. When he got any money he used to spend it on 

a) cigarette samples in front of a restaurant. 
b) the television and the film industry. 
c) community theatre acting lessons. 

 
 
 
D) ESCRIVIU UNA REDACCIÓ  DE 80 PARAULES COM A MÍNIM SOBRE 

AQUEST TEMA  ( 5 punts): 
 ESCRIBA  UNA REDACCIÓN DE 80 PALABRAS COMO MÍNIMO 

SOBRE ESTE TEMA  ( 5 puntos): 
 
 

 
• One of the last films you have seen. 

 
  
 


